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The European state has observed the crashing defeat of Theresa May’s prime ministership. With staunch opposition against the parliamentary referendum, Europe’s capacity to uphold the Eurozone is still an uncertain predicament but a resounding win for federalist principles (or the internationalist model). Peace-time is not a definite (as was suppose after the Brexit), but overall confidence in European unity becomes tantamount. With the collapse of neo-Fascism in the United Kingdom, the careers’ of the British aristocracy is short-live -- even to John Lock.

Even as social democratic norms have met its permanent demise and worldwide desperation has subsided, the planetary consciousness is still confronting a dystopic reality of scarcity and global warming. And so with the scientific process off-limits to the general public: radicalist scientism has decline but political radicalism becomes a growing concern in the United Kingdom (where rising democratic sentiment in the U.K., has rendered the polity of abusive power unsustainable) and in the United States, a Congressional deadlock still risk to destabilize the union of states. Yet in the European Union, the remaining member states are committed to the longevity and assertiveness of the permanently declining religious state. With an uprising against the far-right policies of the Western civilized world, first-light becomes a near-reality (as the conventions of neo-liberalism is supplanted by the aristocratic order of political anarchy).